The satellite image above shows the Port of Rotterdam, the biggest harbor in Europe. At Maasvlakte 2, an artificial island just off the coastline, the world's largest tankers are able to dock. Around 100 million tons of crude oil reach Rotterdam each year, half of which are processed on-site in five petrochemical refineries, including Europe's largest, the Shell refinery at Pernis. A pipeline system connects further plants in the Netherlands, Antwerp in Belgium, and the Rhine-Ruhr region of Germany, accounting for about 40 percent of the EU's petrochemical production. In process landscapes such as these, the abstract concept of "petromodernity"—the ongoing historical period in which societies are based on the consumption of cheap energy and conveniences enabled by petroleum products—is present in all its complexity. By deciphering such exemplary geographies, our project contributes to a cultural theory of petrochemical modernity and the Anthropocene.

From an overhead Google Maps perspective, produced by a satellite launched into the sky using fossil fuels, everything appears connected in one great showcase. By taking an angle that is at once historical, geographical, and philosophical, this project seeks to dissect this wider picture and gain further insight into the disturbing mechanisms of petromodernity and its concrete and rational order.
Global air traffic is one of the most obvious and significant features of petromodernity: real-time simulation from Flightradar24.com. Source: Flightradar24.com.
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Those most involved in putting alchemy to agricultural use were members of the One of the most important features visible on the aerial depiction of the port are the refineries. Here, crude oil is transformed from a natural substance into a propellant of technology. Chemical catalysis, which has become an essential tool of petrochemical technology in the first decades of the twentieth century, provides for the acceleration and control of chemical reactions. With the help of metallic catalysts, molecules are cracked, hydrogenated, aromatized, reformed, and cyclized in order to produce "science-fashioned molecules," as a Standard Oil advert put it in 1946. This form of molecular mobilization is a central component in the dynamics of the Anthropocene: no "Great Acceleration" without chemical acceleration.

Petroleum-based fuels and materials are necessary preconditions for modern mobility—and warfare, and thus of the historical process of modernity. And the desired forms of transport (or destruction) are only one aspect of their impact. Entire ecosystems are transformed as a collateral effect of motorized traffic, such as is the case with highway infrastructures in densely-populated areas or with the shipping traffic through the Suez Canal, which has radically changed the biodiversity of the Mediterranean Sea.

Another influence on biodiversity is agrochemistry. Not only the greenhouses of "glass city," but also all types of open-air agriculture, are closely connected to petrochemistry. Artificial fertilizers, synthesized from hydrogen out of natural gas and nitrogen from the atmosphere, connect agriculture and the global biosphere with the reactors of petrochemical plants. What might appear as a contained chemical process in a refinery affects through its products the open processes of human and natural history. Because chemically-manipulated molecules are a basis for economic and political power, the scientific resources are provided to further explore and mobilize fossil molecules. This, therefore, is a self-enhancing system.

The history of the catalysis industry provides particularly dense examples of these connections. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the development of ammonia synthesis with artificial multicomponent catalysts and high-pressure reactors came as the result of geostrategic issues: the role of synthetic ammonia both for fertilizer and ammunition production. Planetary politics evoked innovations on the micro-chemical level, which then in turn would open—via synthetic ammunition in World War I—a new chapter in history.

Petromodernity as a Historical Epoch

In the next historical step, the geopolitics of fuel for motorization became crucial for the transfer of the technical platform of catalytic synthesis to the field of petrochemistry. The history of science is here much more than just academic history. In the 1920s and 1930s, industrial groups such as IG Farben, Standard Oil, and Shell enter the scene as powerful, well-financed, and historically very specific players in basic scientific research. In the case of Shell, for example, the history of a global colonial empire with extraction and refinery sites in Dutch Indonesia and the Dutch Caribbean contributes to the techno-scientific power of a global petroleum company. Thus "Petromodernity" appears as an epoch in which all branches of science, technology, and everyday